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Located in Piedmont in northwestern Italy, the Gaja winery
is widely considered to be one of the greatest estates in
the world, producing coveted and collectible labels. The
story of the GAJA Winery can be traced to a singular,
founding purpose: to produce original wines with a sense
of place which reflect the tradition and culture of those
who made it.
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La Raia wines are great of personality, surprisingly able to
evolve, thanks to the biodynamic organic approach. La Raja
project is leaded by the awareness of the importance of a
healthy, high quality and sustainable agriculture which values
diversities and preserves the terroir.

Parusso behind every
grape variety, from
the fruity Dolcetto to
the noble Nebbiolo,
he sets a sensual
exclamation point.
Expressive and
provocative - these
are Parusso wines!
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Four generations tell the
history of Albino Rocca,
with the goal to produce
wines that reflect superior
quality that is authentically
tied to their territory –
Barbaresco.

La Scolca is the oldest
winery in the region and is
still run by one and the
same family.
Internationally acclaimed
by many stars, Gavi dei
Gavi “Black Label” is even
the house wine of Queen
Elizabeth.”

Tenuta Cucco Organic
Farming in Serralunga
d'Alba produces 
 produces of authentic
Barolo wines, while
nurturing the uniqueness of
the fragile environment
that brings them to life. 
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Bellavista produces traditional method Sparkling wines,
recognized the world over as a rare expression of
refinement, balance and elegance. 

Corteaura has as product of absolute excellence,
meticulously produced and defined in every detail. Truly
tasty and simply perfect.
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The winery was founded in
1880 and has been passed
down through seven
generations to the first-
born child of the family,
who has the honour and
responsibility of carrying
the same name, Franz.

Christian Schrott, parish priest of Tramin and later
Member of the Austrian Parliament, founded our
cooperative in 1898 in order to protect the livelihood and
future of the wine producers from this mountain area

The Köfererhof in Novacella, among the oldest winegrowing
estates in the Valle Isarco, works with special vineyards and
under special conditions. At an elevation of nearly 800 meters,
the climate is somewhat harsher, the temperature differentials
between day and night are greater, and the grapes mature
somewhat later than in the classic grape growing zones

Five generations of a winemaking family, exceptional
vineyards on both sides of the Adige River in southern Alto
Adige, a traditional winery in the heart of the historic
wine village Tramin. Today vineyard properties also
extend into the mountains of neighbouring Trentino and to
the steep slopes of the Saar in Germany’s Mosel wine
region.
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Livio Felluga estate extends over more than 160 hectares of
hill country in the Collio and Colli Orientali del Friuli, with
155 hectares planted to vine, yielding exclusively great
wines with instantly recognisable fragrances and aroma.

Ronco Dei Tassi name of our estate comes from the way we
planted our vineyard using terracing (ronchi) to expose our
plants and our grapes to the maximum amount of sunlight.
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Quintarelli winery is regarded by many as the greatest of
all Amarone producers, and is known for its traditional
deep, complex wines packaged with distinctive
handwritten labels

In harmony with that
philosophy, the winery
logo represents a
grapevine leaf in which is
centred a pentagon,
symbol of the five basic
elements that combine to
yield wine: man-vine-
earth-sun-water.

The Speri personally deal with every detail: every grape
going into their wines is estate-owned and estate-grown,
personally cultivated by the Speris with just as much pride in
the craft of viniculture, the manual, hard-working side to it,
as in its art
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Prá uncompromising in
his search for quality and
in the way he interprets
the prestigious soils with
which he works, his wines
all have finesse and
elegance with a distinct
presence of minerals.

Deseo Prosecco
Spumante Extra Dry
Prosecco is a particularly
fruity, distinctly recalls
hints of pear and apple
which go to make up with
the essences of citrus
fruits also emitted. It's
fruity and persistent but
at the same time
delicate.
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Gaja family in 1994 acquired this estate. The “white,” rocky
soils of this area, in the southwest subzone of the Brunello di
Montalcino appellation, were abandoned long ago by the
sharecropper mezzadri farmers. But while other crops
struggled in the rugged, nutrient-poor terrain, it has proven
ideal for the cultivation of grapes destined to become fine
wine.

After his native Piedmont, Angelo Gaja was compelled to
risk starting something new – all at a time in life when most
would have rested on their laurels. Inexorably drawn by a
unique piece of land and the promise of his dream – to
bring his winemaking expertise to Maremma – Angelo made
the long drive from Barbaresco to Bolgheri.

Ornellaia is a legend and
it is considered one of
Italy's leading Bordeaux-
style red wines. While
Ornellaia is the maximum
expression of Bolgheri and
its Bordeaux blends,
Masseto represents the
ultimate expression of a
single vineyard planted
with a single variety.
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Founded in 1974,
Avignonesi is the
leading winery in
Montepulciano in
Tuscany and now
covers 161 hectares.

Col d'Orcia covers 540
hectares in Montalcino,
of which 142 are planted
to vines. As well as
producing outstanding
wines, the estate is
constantly involved in
research, the main goal
of which is to optimize
the quality of the fruit
they grow.

Rocca di Frassinello is a joint venture between Castellare
di Castellina and Domaines Barons de Rothschild-Château
Lafite, aiming to bring together both experiences: the
cultivation and vinification of the famous Sangioveto, with
Lafite’s long standing know-how of classical French vines.
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 At Castellare di Castellina, the yield-per-acre is very low,

far lower than the maximum level allowed by Chianti
Classico DOCG rules, which enhances the concentration
of aromas and flavors.

The philosophy in the
Monteraponi
vineyards is reflected
in their work at the
winery & in the cellar.
Putting all their focus
on having excellent
quality grapes and
avoiding any
additives or
adjustments along the
way to become wine.

Fattoria San Giusto a
Rentennano is a famous,
historical Tuscan wine
estate known for both
Chianti Classico and
high-quality, on top of
two Toscana IGT wines: a
very limited production
Merlot called La Ricolma,
and a 100-percent
Sangiovese called
Percarlo

Capannelle has over 35 acres out of which 16 are vineyards
that produce five different kinds of wines. Sold in 35
countries across the globe, customers include prestigious
hotels, restaurants and high-end wine shops.
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Ciacci Piccolomini is
owned by a brother-
and-sister team Paolo
and Lucia Bianchini
continue to make
excellent Brunellos in
the tradition of their
father, Giuseppe. Their 
 Brunello di Montalcino
2016 Vigna di Pianrosso
was awarded among
100 best wines of Italy. 
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On the San Filippo estate naturalness and quality are
fundamental concepts. The major commitment starts with the
optimal selection at harvesting. 

in soils rich in minerals
were planted 5 hectares
of vineyard which has a
particular importance in
determining the
characteristics of Siro
Pacenti wines. This is now
where the Sangiovese
rootings used in the
estate’s new plantations
are reproduced.
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Podere Forte are aiming
for uniqueness. Pasquale
Forte has set up the
estate with the best of
everything – organic
and biodynamic work in
the vineyard, certified
standards for the
company and expensive
investment in the winery. 

Uccelliera wines are
cult favorites amongst
the experts. Located in
Castelnuovo dell’Abate,
the soil  is loose and
stony which when
coupled with a warm
microclimate gives the
wines of Uccelliera a
rich and ripe expression,
vintage after vintage.

This small estate is part of Super Tuscan history.
Montevertine wines follows the simple ‘recipe’: 100%
Sangiovese, harvested late, fermented in cement tanks, on
the skins for 25 days, malolactic fermentation in concrete
tanks, 18mo maturation in slavonian oak barrels plus 6 mo in
allieroak barriques.
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Santa Barbara best
characterize
Autochthonous grape
varieties such as
verdicchio and
Montepulciano, while
creating blends with
International grape
varieties such as
cabernet-sauvignon,
merlot and syrah.

At Oasi degli Angeli, wines are grown in remarkably high
densities and produce very low yields per plant; giving
incredible focus and purity to the grapes on this alluvial
soil. In the cellar,  new French Grenier oak, no sulphur until
bottling,  ample time in bottle before release, creating
some of the most remarkable wines to come from the
Marche.

Many beneficial elements make the vineyards of Le
Caniette unique: the Mediterranean microclimate, the
closeness to the Balkans, the sandy soil with Early
Pleistocene clastic rocks, to name a few. Winery is
dedicated to the principles of organic farming.
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Valori pursuits are quality and authenticity of wines,
continuous research of the most innovative technologies,
focus on environmental sustainability.

Masciarelli Tenute
Agricole has been
producing top
quality wines, oils
and Grappa that
reflect the bio-
diversity of the
territory for more
than 30 years. 
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Masseria Li Veli by
Falvo family, with over
40 years of
experience, renovated
the property to give
birth to an ambitious
project. They produce
quintessentially Puglian
wines from mostly
native grape varieties,
in a sustainable way. 

Rivera aim is to
produce wines of
significant quality and
distinctiveness, wines
that would reflect the
world of colours, of
scents, of flavours that
make up Apulia.

As an agronomist and oenologist, the ambitious owner of the
Gianfranco Fino estate produces two top-quality wines,
Primitivo and Negroamaro.
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One of the cornerstones
of Feudi di San
Gregorio’s vision is the
belief that a bottle of
wine and a work of art
share the same creative
process.

Since in birth in 1994, Terra di Lavoro has achieved
great public and critical success around the world,
credited ever among the best Italy wines. 

The Quintodecimo vineyards are real gardens, viticulture is
highly respectful of the soil, microclimate, and plant
biodiversity of the area with the primary objective to obtain
mature fruit that is perfectly healthy, completely intact and
wholesome.
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Caruso & Minini is producing exquisite wines in Marsala
located in the beautiful region of western Sicily. This old
courtyard, built-in 1904 in the heart of the traditional
Marsala’s wine-cellar area, gives an amazing view of the
lush countryside.

The Abate Franca Alba covers 250 hectares in western
Sicily and a high quality production, is a reality of
absolute excellence in the Trapani area.

This exciting project by celebrated Italian producers
Angelo Gaja and Alberto Graci reveals a new side to Etna
wines from Sicily.
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The name Capichera, from the
Latin caput erat “was the capital”,
is the ancient name of the family
estate

This is the winery’s iconic wine, first
produced in 1980, wants to
compete with the great
international whites. 
The best bunches of these grapes,
cultivated in his chosen land, are
transformed into a unique and
identity wine, elegant and with a
strong personality. 
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 Domaine de Montille is one of the greatest domaines in
Burgundy, with a history that dates back to the 17th
century. This Burgundy estate is one of the few to
specialize in both red and white wines. 
Domaine de Montille’s winemaking has evolved to
produce certified organic wines that are fresh, elegant,
and terroir-driven with incredible age ability

France/ Francie
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Champagne Duval-Leroy was founded in 1859 when two
families came together to create one Champagne producing
company. Based in the Vertus region of Champagne, at the
heart of the "cote des blancs", they produce both vintage and
non-vintage cuvee and a range of both organic and bio
dynamically produced wines. 

France/ Francie
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the Holzapfel winery maintains nearly 14 hectares of
vineyards, which are cared for solely by traditional methods.
In stony, mineral-rich soils and limestone and slate as well -
premium quality grapes are thriving. Karl Holzapfel strives to
create clear, vibrant wines with fine fruit and distinctive
character ideal for enjoying every day as well as dry,
compact Smaragd wines with complex aromas and flavours
and a wonderful aging potential. Germany

Německo

At Van Volxem, the rather small viticulture of the Saar, is
limited predominantly to south-facing slate slopes. This
unique combination of barren, mineralrich, fertile, slate
soils and the warmth of the steep slopes, is so important
to the aroma formation of the Riesling. Arno Luik from
Stern described this unusual situation on the steep slopes
of Van Volxem as “a climatic border area where heaven
and hell are close together.”


